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It’s all Greek to me
Gundlach says the global stock market is signaling 'something bad' is happening - CNBC, Oct 11, 2018
Oil falls 3% as equity markets drop, inventories climb – The Business Times, Oct 12, 2018

Wherever you look, volatility or expected corrections or sharp moves jump out at you in the headlines.
Equity corrections, commodity moves, rate shifts… all cause a problem if you are trying to reduce or take risk. And
the ‘big’ moves seem to be happening with greater frequency as well.
Options are one of the primary ways to either hedge risk or position yourself for upcoming moves in whatever
asset class you look at and understanding them is important to everyone one in financial services.
Do you simply want to understand what an option is, what the terminologies mean and what the Greeks are all
about? Do you have exposure or are you going to have exposure to the derivatives markets in any way? Do you
have clients that want products that involve options?
If your clients want FX Strategies, DCI’s, Structured Products of any kind? Then you need some knowledge of
options and the Greeks involved.
Whether you want to be able to assess if an options price is good value, what you or your clients sensitivity to
price moves is, how time eats away at the option value or you want to simply understand markets that can be
driven by Options then you need to make sure you understand Options and the Greeks.
Once you understand the fundamentals, a whole new understanding of what derivatives can do for you and your
clients opens up. Strategies to protect or take advantage from possible big equity corrections or rate shifts or
currency moves are better understood or even created.
On top of this having your staff knowledgeable in the options world bolsters your risk defense against potential
losses due to errors or unintentional mis-selling.
In the current uncertain world on one hand and the need to ensure your own value in financial services on the
other, understanding Greek means more than being able to order the right cocktail….
For Intuition blended learning related to this article, some of our popular workshops include:
• Advanced Technical Analysis with Behavioural Finance
• Options – Understanding Risk & the Greeks
• Trading Options with Technical Analysis: Low Risk, High Reward
• Options – Value Drivers and Applications
The Intuition Know-How Library consists several tutorials related to this article:
Options
• Option Greeks - Measuring Delta & Gamma
• Options Valuation - An Introduction
• Option Greeks - Using Delta & Gamma
• Option Valuation - Key Concepts
• Option Valuation - Sensitivities & Outcomes
• Option Greeks - Vega, Theta, & Rho
• Option Valuation - Future Asset Prices & Volatility
• Option Greeks - Second-Order Sensitivities
• Option Valuation - Black-Scholes-Merton
• Option Trading - Combination Strategies
• Option Valuation - American Options
• Option Trading - Spread Strategies
• Option Valuation - Binomial Techniques
• Option Trading - Managing an Options
• Option Valuation - Monte Carlo Methods
Portfolio
The topics covered in Intuition Asia Perspectives are current developments or topics currently in the market.
Intuition Asia provides bespoke learning solutions, both eLearning and Instructor-led courses. These can also be
blended in a program to provide the most effective form of learning. These workshops can be structured as lunch
& learns, webinars or full day deliveries. Clients can use these to keep their workforce updated with the latest
developments in the market and complete their mandatory CPD learning hours.
Get in touch with your Intuition account manager at asiainfo@intuition.com for more details.
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